


The Suburban Collection Showplace is located in Novi, Michigan, situated in Western Oakland County, one of the nation’s most a�uent areas.According to the most recent �gures provided by SEMCOG, Southeastern Michigan has a total population of 4,830,020 people, and is comprised of the following counties:Livingston, Macomb, Monroe, Oakland, St. Clair,Washtenaw, and Wayne. The Suburban Collection Showplace is centrally located with direct access in the middle of this region. It is also a in
 a unique position to easily reach all demographics within Southeastern Michigan.

LOCATION

The Suburban Collection Showplace 
has been host to premier pet expositions 

and events within the months of November.
These events’ attendance �gures have 

averaged between 14,000 - 20,000.The Novi Pet Expo reaches a wide audience
of animal lovers of all ages. Attendees

range from families with small children to
           seniors-this truly is an all-ages event!

MARKETING & PROMOTION
The mission of  the Novi Pet Expo is to deliver a 

top quality experience for patrons and exhibitors

that will assure targeted buyers, return visits and 

  exponential event growth. Learn, Play, Shop, Adopt! 

The superior local media and marketing 

relationships enjoyed by the Suburban Collection 

Showplace contribute enormously to the overall 

success of the NPE. A multi-level marketing

   and publicity campaign will be launched to

    promote the NPE throughout the

                  region, including media partnerships

               Social Media, print, radio, television, and 

            outdoor advertising. There will also be a 

web digital marketing campaign 

aimed at building awareness of this event.

WHO WE ARE

World renowned trainers and clinicians will 

be present all weekend long, with exciting 

demonstrations and interesting lectures

 on some of the most current topics

 of interest in the pet world. The Novi Pet Expo

 is known for o�ering a fun and exciting

environment for all that attend! 

Enjoy engaging family entertainment 

including agility demonstrations, jumping

canine, �ying frisbee dogs, adoptable pets, 

birds, horse, reptiles, amphibians, and more!

CLINICS & ENTERTAINMENT

EXHIBITS
Patrons will have the opportunity to shop with 

150+ exhibits. You may shop for anything

and everything related to the pet--or a pet

lover --in their life. Also a wide variety of pet 

rescue and animal advocacy organizations on 

hand from which patrons can adopt new friends.
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